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Abstract
We propose a learning-to-rank (LTR) approach to the ASR
rescoring problem. The proposed LTR framework has the flexi-
bility of embracing wide varieties of linguistic, semantic, and
implicit user feedback signals in rescoring process. BERT-
based confidence models (CM) taking account of both acoustic
and text information are also proposed to provide features bet-
ter representing hypothesis quality to the LTR models. We show
the knowledge of the entire N -best list is crucial for the confi-
dence and LTR models to achieve best rescoring results. Exper-
imental results on de-identified Alexa data show the proposed
LTR framework provides an additional 5.16% relative word er-
ror rate reduction (WERR) on top of a neural language model
rescored ASR system. On LibriSpeech, a 9.38 % WERR and
a 13.63 % WERR are observed on the test-clean and test-other
sets, respectively.
Index Terms: ASR 2nd-pass rescoring, learning to rank, confi-
dence model, LambdaMART, BERT

1. Introduction
Rescoring is an approach allowing automatic speech recogni-
tion (ASR) systems [1, 2] to use large and powerful models for
better accuracy while accommodating the latency constraint of
the ASR services. In such setup, a small, efficient, but less
accurate ASR model is used to generate a pruned hypothe-
sis space, usually represented as lattices [3, 4] or N -best hy-
potheses [5, 6, 7, 8], for large models to rescore and select the
best results from it. The large models are usually more power-
ful language models trained discriminatively [5] or with more
complex model architectures [9, 10]. Recent research studies
[6, 7, 11] demonstrate superior rescoring performance can be
achieved by jointly considering text and audio information. For
modern ASR systems, context signals such as the audio signal-
to-noise ratio, device directedness scores for the input speech,
etc., might also be available at rescoring time in addition to the
audio and hypothesis texts. How to leverage those signals for
better rescoring becomes a research question.

Despite using additional non-text information for rescoring,
the above mentioned methods [6, 7, 11] rescore each hypoth-
esis in the N -best list independently, without considering the
information from the other hypotheses of the current utterance
or the whole hypothesis space represented by the list. One re-
search direction is to leverage the context sentence information
to improve the prediction for the current utterance [12]; while
the others attempt to adopt pairwise or listwise ranking models
including pairwise RankSVM [13] and neural network based
ranking [14, 15] for the rescoring process to leverage informa-
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tion from the other hypotheses of the current utterance and have
shown promising results.

In this paper, we propose a learning-to-rank (LTR) frame-
work able to easily include a variety of signals and consider
global info of the whole N -best list in the rescoring pro-
cess. Unlike [13, 14, 15], where pairwise ranking is used, we
choose listwise approaches to implement our rescoring system.
We adopt LambdaMART [16], a state-of-the-art listwise LTR
model, in our research to better capture the global information
in the N -best list and leverage a wide variety of signals that
may help the rescoring process. Additional signals including
non-device directiveness, ASR confidence, hypothesis rewrite,
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) are explored in this paper.

The choice of the listwise approach also enables us to build
new BERT-based confidence models (CM) leveraging the list-
wise information from the ASR N -best for hypothesis confi-
dence scores generation, which could not be easily achieved
in the pairwise scenario. Unlike the other utterance level con-
fidence models leveraging the features derived from the indi-
vidual hypothesis [17, 18, 19], the proposed listwise BERT-
based CMs consume the whole N -best list as the input and
are trained with losses taking the whole N -best list into ac-
count. These BERT-based confidence models can be either used
alone for N -best rescoring or provide additional features to the
LambdaMART rescoring model. Our experimental result shows
adopting listwise info at both feature and ranking (rescoring)
level is important for achieving the best rescoring results.

2. Methodology
2.1. N-best Rescoring

ASR decoding is to search the word sequence w with the highest
probability given the observed acoustic evidence a of the input
audio. As shown in Eq. 1, the probability can be factorized into
PAM (a|−→w ) and PLM (−→w ) modeled by acoustic and language
models respectively.

−→w ∗ = argmax−→w
P (−→w |a) = argmax−→w

PAM (a|−→w )PLM (−→w ))

(1)

The search space of −→w in Eq. 1 can be large. In streaming ASR,
a first pass beam search with smaller models are usually used to
generate a N -best list, H. More complex models, e.g., LM′,
can then be used to recompute Eq. 1 within the search space H:

−→w ∗ = arg max−→w i∈H
(λ logPAM (a|−→w i) + logPLM′(−→w i)), (2)

where λ is an interpolation weight between the AM and LM′

scores. In Eq. 2, the computation of AM and LM scores only
consider the current hypothesis −→w i and ignore the hypotheses
−→w j\i in the same list that may indicate the quality of −→w i as well



as other context signals that may help −→w ∗ selection. To address
the issue, in this paper, we reformulate N -best rescoring as a
learning-to-rank process, where we choose −→w ∗ directly based
on its predicted ranks from ϕ(·) within H in Eq. 3 to optimize
WER.

−→w ∗ = arg max−→w i∈H
ϕ(f(a,−→w i, si,H)). (3)

In Eq. 3, ϕ(·) is the ranking function taking features gener-
ated by the feature function f(·) based on acoustic evidence a,
current hypothesis −→w i, other auxiliary features si = g(a,−→w i)
derived from the acoustic evidence and the text of the hypoth-
esis based on a feature extraction function g(.), and the entire
N -best list H jointly.

2.2. Learning-to-Rank model

Learning-to-rank (LTR) is a class of techniques aiming to solve
ranking problems in information retrieval [20]. In this paper, we
choose LambdaMART [16], a state-of-the-art LTR model con-
sidering the whole candidate list in the ranking process, as our
ranking model. LambdaMART is a boosted tree based model
trained with lambda gradient λi from ranking loss 1. The Lamb-
daMART model generates a ranking score, ri, for each N -best
hypothesis. We interpolate ri with AM and LM scores follow-
ing [13] to create the final ranking score for N -best ranking.

2.3. Features for Learning-to-Rank models

The boosting-tree based LambdaMART model has the advan-
tage of being easy to adopt heterogeneous features for the rank-
ing process. In this paper, we explore up to fourteen features
that may be available to a modern ASR system. The fourteen
features are grouped in catalogs listed below with the number
of features in the catalog shown in ():

• ASR model scores (4): The AM, LMs, and the rescoring
NLM scores generated by the baseline ASR system during
the decoding process.

• Regression-based ASR confidence score (2): Scores gener-
ated by a regression-based confidence model with input fea-
tures including the posterior probability of the hypothesis,
word prior probability, etc. as described in [17]. Both original
and histogram normalized scores are used.

• Device-Directedness scores (2): Scores generated by device-
directed speech detection models described in [22, 23, 24].
This is a useful signal in far-field ASR systems to reduce in-
sertion errors caused by background speech. Both original
and histogram normalized scores are used.

• BERT MLM scores (2): We follow [25] to generate BERT
MLM scores for each hypothesis from a pre-trained BERT.

• ASR 1-best hypothesis rewrites (2): hypothesis rewrites re-
duce customer friction from a voice assistant service based
on the usage history [26, 27]. By learning popular query
rephrase from history, a rewrite system generates alternative
transcription for a given ASR hypothesis. We assume the
rewrites are closer to the ground truth of what the speaker
says. We use word-level Levantine distance and sentence em-
bedding cosine similarity as two numerical features for each
hypothesis.

• Other features (2): hypothesis length and signal-noise ratio
(SNR) are used as two additional features to LTR models.
1In this paper NDCG [21] is used. The target rank for each hypoth-

esis in the N -best list is base on their WER.
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Figure 1: The proposed BERT-based confidence model struc-
ture. The N -best hypothesis and rewrite are encoded via BERT.
The fused signals are fed into a BiLSTM for listwise CMs (or
directly fed into a feedforward network for pointwise CMs) to
generate confidence scores.

2.4. BERT-based Confidence Model

Although LambdaMART uses the entire list in the ranking pro-
cess, the features of each N -best hypothesis are independent to
each other. Further, our analysis indicates having a high-quality
feature representing N -best hypothesis quality is crucial for re-
ducing the performance gap between the 1-best and oracle hy-
pothesis for LTR rescorers. This motivated us to propose new
BERT[28]-based confidence models exploiting listwise infor-
mation from the N -best list.

2.4.1. Model structure

Figure 1 illustrates the proposed BERT-based confidence mod-
els. In the proposed model structure, the sentence embedding
of each N -best hypothesis text {−→wASR

i } are computed by a do-
main2 fine-tuned BERT. We take the hidden states of the BERT
[CLS] token output as the embedding vector e

−→w i representing
the given sentence text. A similar sentence embedding is also
computed for the utterance rewrite text −→w r to form the rewrite
embedding vector, er . In the signal fusion layer, for the i-th
hypothesis, its feature vector fi, representing all the features
described in section 2.3 and sentence embedding e

−→w i are con-
catenated along with the global rewrite embedding er (shared
among all hypotheses) to form the final feature vector xi served
as the input to the confidence score generation layer.

In this research, we consider two types of confidence score
generation layers: pointwise and listwise. For the pointwise
setup (as illustrated in the Figure 1 “(1) Pointwise” branch), the
feature vector xi for a hypothesis −→wASR

i is directly projected
to a single score ŷpoint

i = σ(Wpxi) with a feedforward layer
Wp.

The pointwise setup does not consider other competing hy-
potheses in the N -best list for confidence score generation. In
the listwise setup (as illustrated in the Figure 1 “(2) Listwise”
branch), we utilize a BiLSTM model to combine the input fea-
ture vectors xi from the whole N -best list along with an acous-
tic embedding vector ea extracted from the ASR encoder model
state to jointly predict the confidence scores for each N -best
hypothesis. More specifically, the acoustic embedding ea for
a given audio is extracted as the last hidden encoder state at

2For example, the Alexa task domain.



the last audio frame. We project the embedding ea to the hid-
den state space of the BiLSTM and use the projected values to
initialize the hidden states of the BiLSTM forward and back-
ward paths. The BiLSTM consumes the sequence of xi vec-
tors, and the hidden layer output of the BiLSTM, hi, at position
i (i.e., the ith-best) is then projected into a single confidence
score ŷlist

i = σ(Wlhi) for −→wASR
i . To the authors’ knowledge,

the proposed listwise CM is the first BERT-based CM with the
flexibility to take the whole ASR N -best list disregarding the
value of N . Using a BiLSTM layer is the key to achieve that.

2.4.2. Model Training

Four training objectives for the proposed BERT-based CM are
explored in this paper:

• bce gt: binary cross entropy loss with target=1 if the hypoth-
esis matches ground truth transcription, else 0.

• bce mwer: binary cross entropy loss with target=1 if the hy-
pothesis has the lowest WER among the N -best list, else 0

• ce ht mwer: cross entropy loss over the N CM outputs with
hard targets where the target=1 if the output corresponding to
the hypothesis with minimal WER, else 0

• ce st: cross entropy loss over the N CM outputs with soft tar-
gets defined as softmax smoothed hypothesis accuracy, .i.e.,
yi = e−WERi/

∑N
j=1 e

−WERj

The first two training criteria can be applied to both pointwise
and listwise CMs since they compare the ground truth indepen-
dently; while the rest two can only be applied to listwise CMs
as they treat the prediction for the entire list as a single best
hypothesis classification problem.

3. Experiments
3.1. Experimental Setup

Experiments are conducted on de-identified en-US Alexa data
and the LibriSpeech dataset [29]. For Alexa experiments, the
baseline ASR system is a hybrid ASR system with AM and
LM in the first pass decoding plus a second pass rescoring with
NLM. We use the baseline system to generate the N -best lists
for train, dev, and eval sets, which consist of 280 hours, 13
hours, and 12 hours of data. The training data is used for LTR
models and BERT-based CMs training. The maximal N for
ASR N -best is set to 5 for N -best generation. We leverage all
features listed in section 2.3 for our LTR framework rescoring.

For LibriSpeech experiments3, we adopt the ESPnet2 [30,
31] pretrained Conformer ASR model with HuBERT self-
supervised learning features and a rescoring Transformer-LM
as the baseline system. The baseline system without LM
rescoring provides WER of 1.92% and 4.11% on the Lib-
riSpeech test-clean and test-other datasets, respectively. When
the Transformer-LM is used for N -best rescoring, the WER
can be further reduced to 1.81% and 3.71%. We decoded the
LibriSpeech train-clean-100, dev-clean, and dev-other datasets
with the baseline system to generate 30-best lists for Lamb-
daMART and BERT-based confidence model training. Due to
availability, we only use ASR model scores (i.e., ctc, decoder,
and Transformer-LM scores) from the baseline system and the
hypothesis length as features for the BERT-based CMs and the
LambdaMART model.

3The code and data for the LibriSpeech experiments can
be found at https://github.com/waynewu6250/
ExampleCode-LTRwithBERTCM-ASR_Rescoring .)

Table 1: Alexa Experiments: Word Error Rate Reduction
(WERR) (%) of different rescoring systems.

System WERR
Baseline -
Baseline (Weight Tuned) 0.20%
Transformer LM 1.69%
LambdaRank 3.08%
LamdaMART 3.37%
Oracle 20.24%

Our LTR framework is built on top of LightGBM [32]. The
BERT-based CMs are based on BERTBASE model[28], with the
attached 12 layers and 12 self-attention heads. The BERTBASE

model parameters are updated in the CM training process to-
gether with the attached layers. We use an Adam optimizer with
the learning rate of 1e-6 and the batch size of 32 utterances for
training. All the models are trained for 20 epochs, saving the
best epoch on the dev set for evaluation. For the Alexa exper-
iments, we show the relative word error reduction (WERR) of
each rescoring system over the baseline system4. For the Lib-
riSpeech experiments, absolute word error rate (WER) numbers
are provided. To verify the significance of the observed WER
differences between different systems, for each LibriSpeech ex-
periment, we repeat the experiment 10 times and perform the
two-tailed paired student’s t-test when comparing the system
performance. We calculate the p-values and examine the signif-
icance based on 95% confidence with the threshold α=0.05.

3.2. Results

3.2.1. Alexa Experiments

Four types of rescoring systems in addition to the baseline are
implemented for comparison:

• Baseline(Weight Tuned): We rescore the baseline N -best
list with the optimized AM, LM, and NLM interpolation
weights. The performance of the system can be considered
as the upper bound of the baseline system.

• Transformer LM: We follow [6] to implement a
transformer-based rescorer model taking both audio
embeddings and hypothesis text into account for rescoring
score generation. The training data is the same 280 hours
used for LTR models and BERT-based CMs training.

• LambdaRank: A neural-based LTR model to be compared
with LambdaMART based system.

• LambdaMART: The boosting-tree-based LTR model pro-
posed for N -best rescoring in this paper.

Table 1 shows the word error rate reduction (WERR) of
different rescoring system over the baseline system. The Lamb-
daRank5 and LambdaMART systems are using the same fea-
ture set listed in section 2.3. Both LTR-based rescoring systems
show larger WERR than the other rescoring approaches with
WERR. The LambdaMART based system has best WERR at
3.37%, where listwise information through lambda gradients is
verified to benefit the rescoring.

Table 2 shows the experimental results with the proposed
BERT-based CMs. The row BERT-based CM in the table
shows the rescoring result using the confidence scores directly

4All WERs are below 15% in this paper.
5Implemented with LightGBM[32]

https://github.com/waynewu6250/ExampleCode-LTRwithBERTCM-ASR_Rescoring
https://github.com/waynewu6250/ExampleCode-LTRwithBERTCM-ASR_Rescoring


Table 2: Alexa Experiments: WERR (%) of the systems with
different BERT-based Confidence Model configurations.

System BERT CM
Config WERR

Baseline -
LambdaMART - 3.37%
BERT-based CM listwise, bce gt 2.18%
LambdaMART pointwise, bce gt 3.57%
LambdaMART listwise, bce mwer 4.37%
LambdaMART listwise, bce gt 4.46%
LambdaMART CM ensemble 5.16%

Table 3: Alexa Experiments: Ablation study for feature impor-
tance analysis. We compared the percentage drop of the WERR
when removing each feature from the LamdaMART CM ensem-
ble system. “lw” means listwise. The BERT CM based features
are highlighted in bold.

System WERR (%) Percentage
drop (%)

Oracle WER 20.24% -
Baseline - -
LambdaMART CM ensemble 5.16% -
– BERT CM lw bce gt 4.38% 15.00%
– BERT CM lw ce ht mwer 4.42% 14.23%
– device directedness 4.56% 11.54%
– BERT CM lw ce st 4.56% 11.54%
– rewrite/hyp cosine similarity 4.65% 9.81%
– regression-based ASR CM 4.67% 9.42%
– hyp length 4.70% 8.85%
– rewrite/hyp Levenshtein dist 4.70% 8.85%
– BERT CM pointwise bce gt 4.74% 8.08%
– LM scores 4.76% 7.69%
– SNR 4.84% 6.15%
– NLM score 4.98% 3.46%
– AM score 5.07% 1.73%

(without LambdaMART). The listwise bce gt based CM alone
(2.18%) outperforms the Transformer rescorer with a similar
model architecture trained on the same training set (1.69%)
in Table 1, showing the importance of listwise information.
When including its output as an additional feature to the Lamb-
daMART model, we further achieve 4.46% WERR. We achieve
the best WERR at 5.16% by adopting all BERT CMs, showing
the CMs score are to some extent complementary to each other,
and the LambdaMART model is able to leverage that comple-
mentary information for better rescoring.

3.2.2. Ablation Study: Feature Importance Analysis

Table 3 shows the feature importance analysis of the Lamb-
daMART BERT CM ensemble model. The BERT-based CM
scores are the most important features, followed by the device
directedness score, which is important for reducing insertion
caused by background speech. For the BERT CMs, the result
that “lw bce gt” and “lw ce ht mwer” being the top two most
important features shows having listwise information for CM is
crucial for rescoring performance.

3.2.3. LibriSpeech Experiments

Table 4 compares the WER performance on LibriSpeech test-
clean and test-other sets. The baseline system is the ESPnet2

Table 4: LibriSpeech Experiments: WER (%) of the systems on
test-clean and test-other.

System test-clean test-other
(%) WER WERR WER WERR
Baseline 1.92 - 4.11 -
LambdaMART 1.90 1.04 4.07 0.97
LambdaMART w/ BERT CM 1.78 7.29 3.70 9.98
Baseline w/ Transformer LM 1.81 5.73 3.71 9.73
LambdaMART w/
Transformer LM
+ BERT CM

1.74 9.38 3.55 13.63

Oracle 0.67 65.10 1.83 55.47

Table 5: LibriSpeech Experiments: The derived p-values when
comparing four pairs of the systems in Table 4. All the WER
differences for the selected pairs are α = 0.05 significant.

System1 System2 test-clean test-other
Baseline LambdaMART 1.4e-6 7.7e-5
LambdaMART LambdaMART w/BERT CM 7.1e-19 1.7e-17
Baseline w/
Transformer LM LambdaMART w/ BERT CM 2.7e-3 3.2e-2

Baseline w/
Transformer LM

LambdaMART w/
Transformer LM
+ BERT CM

1.7e-4 1.5e-8

conformer model without Transformer LM rescoring. Rescor-
ing the baseline system with the LamdaMART model provides
about 1% WERR on both test-clean and test-other sets. When
further adding the BERT-based CM score as an additional fea-
ture to the LambdaMART model, the WERs are reduced to
1.78% and 3.70% (i.e., 7.29% and 9.98% WERR) on test-clean
and test-other sets, respectively.

Even when comparing with a stronger baseline (i.e., Base-
line w/ Transformer LM, which achieves 1.81% and 3.71%
WER on test-clean and test-other with N -best rescoring), the
proposed LambdaMART w/ BERT CM rescoring framework
still significantly outperforms the baseline system with the p-
values of 2.7e-3 and 3.2e-2, as shown in the third row of Table
5. Finally, when providing all the available features including
the Transformer LM and BERT-based CM scores to the Lamb-
daMART model, the proposed system achieves the best WER at
1.74% and 3.55% on test-clean and test-other sets. The results
confirm the importance of listwise information in the rescoring
process.

4. Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a LambdaMART based LTR frame-
work with BERT-based confidence models (CMs) leveraging
listwise information for N -best rescoring. We show the frame-
work can easily incorporate a variety of features to assist the
rescoring task. We also demonstrate that it is crucial to lever-
age group information at both feature and ranking model levels
to achieve better results. The proposed LambdaMART system
with BERT-based CMs outperforms other rescoring baselines
and achieves a 5.16% WERR on de-identified Amazon Alexa
data, a 9.38 % WERR on the LibriSpeech test-clean and a 13.63
% on test-other.
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